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Abstract: Exact signal statistics for fiber-optic links containing a single 
optical pre-amplifier are calculated and applied to sequence estimation for 
electronic dispersion compensation. The performance is evaluated and 
compared with results based on the approximate chi-square statistics. We 
show that detection in existing systems based on exact statistics can be 
improved relative to using a chi-square distribution for realistic filter 
shapes. In contrast, for high-spectral efficiency systems the difference 
between the two approaches diminishes, and performance tends to be less 
dependent on the exact shape of the filter used. 
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1. Introduction 

Inexpensive, flexible electronic techniques for channel impairments mitigation have recently 
become a focus of research in fiber-optic systems. It is well known that a Maximum 
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Likelihood Sequence Estimator (MLSE) is the optimal equalizer that minimizes the 
probability of sequence error for channels with intersymbol interference (ISI) [1]. MLSE has 
been broadly utilized in other areas of communication in the past two decades. The use of 
MLSE in optical communications was first suggested for coherent systems in the early 1990’s 
[2-3]. This research was not pursued because of the development of Erbium doped fiber 
amplifiers (EDFA) that enabled non-coherent communication schemes based on on-off keying 
(OOK) capable of spanning trans-oceanic distances [4] with all-optical compensation. Interest 
in electronic equalization was revived in the early 2000’s [5-6]. The achievable performance 
bounds and error analysis of MLSE for electronic dispersion compensation (EDC) were 
investigated in [7-9] for short-haul links containing no optical amplifiers, whereas the 
performance of MLSE for systems dominated by polarization mode dispersion (PMD) was 
analyzed in [10-11]. Recently, the first prototype of a Viterbi equalizer operating at 
transmission speeds up to 10.7 Gb/s was demonstrated [12-13]. 

In this paper, we extend the previous analysis of MLSE to optical links containing a single 
optical pre-amplifier. The approximate statistics in these links is often treated as non-central 
chi-squared as reported by Humblet and Azizoglu [14]. However, while chi-square statistics 
are appealing because of the closed form expression for the statistical distribution and the 
error probability, it is relatively easy to show that they do not correspond to the true statistics 
of the detected signal for existing systems. In the first part of the paper, we present our results 
on the exact statistics of the electrical signal, derived by means of Karhunen-Loeve (KL) 
expansions, and provide insight into the results. In the second part of the paper, we apply 
these statistics to sequence estimation (SE) when the received signal is corrupted by the 
presence of intersymbol interference (ISI) due to chromatic dispersion and/or narrow filtering. 
Finally, we introduce Narrowly Filtered OOK (NF-OOK) systems that have a potential of 
significantly increasing the dispersion limited reach and/or spectral efficiency of the existing 
fiber-optic systems when used in conjunction with EDC. 

2. Maximum Likelihood (ML) Detection 

A natural criterion of performance optimization in a communication system is that of 
minimizing the probability of error [15] Pe. Symbol-error minimization under the known 
signal statistics is equivalent to the Likelihood Ratio test [15,1]. Thus, for optimal detection, 
knowledge about signal statistics is of prime importance. The simplest (and the most widely 
studied) case is the detection of known signals in Gaussian noise. Application of the 
likelihood ratio test for this case simplifies to the minimization of the Euclidean distance 
between the detected signal and the noiseless responses in signal space [16-17,7]. When the 
noise is not Gaussian, the likelihood ratio test still provides the optimal solution but does not 
correspond to minimization of the Euclidean distance.  

A KL-based approach to statistics derivation for optically preamplified systems has been 
reported previously [18-21]. However, KL expansion in [18] was applied in the frequency 
domain, whereas in [19-21] the authors apply the saddle-point approximation in order to 
calculate the bit-error-rate in a link without ISI, short of generating a PDF capable of 
describing channel statistics applicable for use in sequence estimation. More recently, KL 
expansion was used in [22-23] to calculate the statistics of the parametric gain in a link with a 
chain of optical amplifiers, as well as the effect of multipath interference (MPI) [24] in fiber 
optic links. In this work, we provide a derivation of signal statistics from a statistical optics 
point of view, irrespective of the modulation format and/or shape of the optical and electrical 
filters used. Additionally, we extend previously published results by comparing the error 
performance when detection is performed based on the exact statistics to those derived from 
approximate non-central chi square distribution. We focus on the fundamental reasons for the 
difference in the two approaches, or the lack of it. At the time of preparation of this 
manuscript, a group from Alcatel research has presented results on sequence estimation at 
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OFC 2005 [25]. Although initiated in the KL expansion, the PDF used in SE by the authors 
was signal dependent Gaussian for the system under consideration. 

Consider detection in a single channel fiber-optic communication system with an optical 
pre-amplifier shown schematically in Fig. 1. The deterministic optical field with additive 
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise is band-filtered by an optical band-pass filter 
with impulse response h(t). The filtered optical signal and noise are converted to an electrical 
signal by a square-law detector (photodiode). The detector is followed by an integrate-and-
dump filter that performs an integration of the electrical signal over a signaling interval T, 
resulting in a single sample r(lT) produced every T seconds.  

In this work we treat propagation distances up to 200 km without all-optical dispersion 
compensation, such that the effects of polarization mode dispersion (PMD) can be neglected 
with respect to chromatic dispersion. For standard optical amplifiers, the statistics of the ASE 
are formally identical to a complex additive white Gaussian noise process with independent 
in-phase and quadrature components in both polarizations [26-27]. The total noise power per 
polarization is equal to 2

02 ( 1)n sp oP n G B hfν= = − , where ν0 is the noise variance per quadrature 

component,  nsp is spontaneous emission factor, G is the amplifier gain, B0 is the optical filter 
bandwidth, f is the optical frequency, and h is Planck’s constant.  

The presence of the band-pass optical filter h(t) produces colored optical noise 

characterized by an autocorrelation function � ( )nR τ  per quadrature. In order to derive the 
statistics, it is necessary that the composite elements in the signal decomposition be 
independent. A standard approach of decorrelation of the noise is the Karhunen-Loéve (KL) 
expansion [15]. A random process n(t) in a time interval T can be represented as: 

    
0

( ) ( ); 0k k
k

n t n t t Tφ
∞

=

= ≤ ≤∑    (1) 

where φk(t) are orthonormal basis functions, and nk are random coefficients obtained by 
projecting the n(t) onto the basis φk(t). In the KL expansion, the basis functions are the 
eigenfunctions of the solutions to an integral equation with the kernel Rn(t – t’) (see Appendix 
for details). In this case, the random variables nk, are uncorrelated [15]. Furthermore, since the 
initial noise process is Gaussian, so are the variables nk. Because the variables nk are 
uncorrelated and Gaussian, they are also independent.  

If the bandwidth of the optical filter is sufficiently large, the correlation between noise 
samples becomes negligible, and the filtered noise process can be treated as approximately 
white, while the noise autocorrelation function can be approximated by the Dirac delta-
function. In this case, any orthogonal set of functions satisfies the integral equation (A2) [28]. 
Particularly advantageous, when applicable, is the use of complex exponentials as a basis set, 
where the eigenvalues of the integral equation (A3) become samples of the noise power 
spectral density (or equivalently – the filter power spectral density). The results obtained by 

Fig. 1. Detection scheme block-diagram. The point in the system 
where Karhunen-Loeve expansion is performed is outlined in red 
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Azizoglu and Humblet were actually based on the expansion in terms of complex exponentials 
as the basis functions. In their original paper, the authors provide results for large time-
bandwidth products, where the utilization of Fourier harmonics assumption is acceptable (BT 
~ 30). However, the time-bandwidth product in existing systems is between 3 and 5. Thus, a 
more rigorous approach is necessary.  

The filtered signal waveforms s(t)*h(t), before the square-law detector can also be 
projected onto the noise eigenfunction basis φk(t), resulting in a set of coefficients Sk, such that 
both signal and noise are expressed in terms of the basis functions φk(t): 

[ ]
1 1 1

( ) ( ) ( ) * ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k k k k k k k k
k k k

t s t n t h t S n t t tρ φ ρ φ ρ ρ φ
∞ ∞ ∞

⊥

= = =

= + = + ⋅ = ⋅ = + ⋅∑ ∑ ∑
� . (2) 

The squaring operation (assumed to be instantaneous in this derivation) transforms the 
statistics of the signal plus a complex Gaussian noise process of each term ρk in Eq. (2) to a 
non-central chi-squared distribution with two degrees of freedom (one per each quadrature 
component) in each polarization. The joint probability density for two orthogonal 
polarizations of the k-th term in Eq. (2) is equivalent to the probability density of a sum of two 
independent random variables. The joint PDF is thus a convolution between the PDF’s for 
each of the polarizations: 

2 22 2

0 02 2 2 2 2 2

| | | || | | |1 1
( | ) exp * exp

2 2 2 2k

k kk k
R k

k k k k k k

S r S rr S r S
p r S I I

σ σ σ σ σ σ
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�� ,(3) 

where * stands for the convolution operator, 2
kσ  is the k-th eigenvalue from the eigenvalue 

decomposition of Eq.(A3), I0 is the modified Bessel function of order zero, and kS �  and kS ⊥  
are the coefficients corresponding to the projection of the deterministic signal in each 
polarization in a bit slot onto the k-th eigenfunction. The sum of squares of coefficients ,

kS ⊥�  
magnitudes equals the total energy of the deterministic waveform in the bit-slot. 

( 2 2

0
| | | |k kk
S S E

∞ ⊥
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� ). Eq. (3) can equivalently be represented in terms of the 

characteristic function ( )
kR ωΦ  as: 
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The two polarization components from Eq. (3) have been left separated in a product to 
make the expression more readable. Each of the non-central variables Sk has a different 
underlying noise variance σk

2 that is a consequence of the decorrelation process through the 
KL expansion. Note that the characteristic functions of chi-square variables represent a rare 
case where the actual signs in the denominator(s), as well as in the complex exponential 
depend on the adopted signs in the Fourier kernel due to the fact that the PDF is defined for 
positive values only. 

In the final part of the detection scheme, samples from the random process are integrated 
by means of an integrate-and-dump circuit. Taking advantage of the orthogonality of the basis 
functions, the integration process is equivalent to a summation of squares of the coefficients: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

2

0 00

( ) | |
T

k R k R k I k I k R k R k I k I k k
k k

n S j n S n S j n S t dtφ ρ
∞ ∞

⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥

= =

⎡ ⎤+ + ⋅ + + + + ⋅ + =⎣ ⎦∑ ∑∫
� � � � , (5) 

where subscripts R and I stand for real and imaginary parts of the corresponding coefficients, 

and 1j = − . This step is equivalent to a summation of the independent (non-central) chi-
square variables with four degrees of freedom (2 due to the complex nature of optical fields 
and 2 for the two polarizations of the field.). The resulting PDF is a convolution of an infinite 
number of terms of Eq. (3):  
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where 1−
F  stands for the Fourier transform inverse. Note that it is correct to represent the net 

characteristic function as a product if and only if the variables ρk are independent. This is 
achieved only if the basis functions are chosen to be the eigenfunctions of the autocorrelation 
function of the colored Gaussian noise process. If the underlying process were not initially 
Gaussian, the use of KL expansion is not sufficient to provide independence, resulting in an 
incorrect PDF. 

The electrical noise process originating from the detector and the supporting circuitry 
and/or an electrical filter can be readily included in Eq. (6). However, our prime interest is 
comparing the statistics when signal dependent noise is large, as in [14], so we omit those in 
this manuscript. Note that filtering in the electrical domain will affect the performance even if 
the electrical noise is neglected in that excessive filtering will introduce additional ISI, and 
thus deteriorate the performance.  

The PDF (6) depends on both the eigenvalues of � ( )nR τ  and signal coefficients kS �  and 

kS ⊥  (also uniquely defined by � ( )nR τ ). The eigenvalues determine the weight of a particular 
non-central chi-square distribution term in the overall expression (6). Fig. 2 shows the 
distribution of eigenvalues for two particular filter shapes: Ideal (rectangular) filter and a 
Lorentzian shaped filter. These two filter shapes were chosen because closed form solutions 
for the corresponding eigen-quantities are known and tabulated [29-31].  

The usefulness of KL expansion approach lies in the fact that the infinite sum in Eq. (6) is 
dominated by a small number of terms [28]. An accurate representation of the signal 
waveform requires that sufficient number of terms be kept in the expansion. This number 
depends on the compactness of the eigenfunctions. For example, the eigenfunctions of the 
ideal rectangular filter are prolate spheroid functions (PSS), known to be a complete set of 
functions with the smallest time-bandwidth product of all known functions [33]. It is owing to 
this property that PSS require the least number of terms in series expansions for a given 

Fig. 2. Eigen-value distribution (in one quadrature) in log-log scale (when ordered in a 
descending order) for two filter shapes: Rectangular filter – the eigen-values correspond to 
Prolate Spheroidal Functions; and Lorentzian filter – the eigen-values correspond to 
harmonic functions.  
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accuracy [34]. On the other hand, the eigenfunctions for a Lorentzian-shaped filter are 
harmonic functions (sines for odd, and cosines for even orders). In order to have an accurate 
estimation of the signal energy, approximately six times more terms are necessary for a 
Lorentzian-shaped, than for a rectangular band-pass filter. Consequently, the two types of 
filter shapes represent two extreme filtering operations. Results for an arbitrary filter shape are 
generally between the two cases (unless an optical filter with a more gradual roll-off than that 
of a Lorentzian is used). In practice, it is sufficient to keep the terms down to 10-5 of the 
largest eigen-value to compute the PDF. This last statement is particularly important in a case 
of a Lorentzian filter, as the time-bandwidth product for such a filter cannot be defined in 
terms of root-mean-square (RMS) quantities. Note that the information on the compactness of 
eigen functions is contained in the rate of decrease of eigenvalues for a particular filter power 
spectral density [33,35], since, in effect, the eigenvalues provide the information on the 
energy contained in each KL mode. For example, if ordered in the descending order, the first 
few eigenvalues, for the rectangular filter, are approximately unity (see Fig. 2), whereas after 
the sharp drop-off, the remaining eigenvalues are nearly zero. This sharp descent of 
eigenvalues was the foundation of the definition of Slepian’s famous 2BT theorem (note that 
we define the full filter bandwidth as B, rather than 2B as used in Slepian's original work) 
[33]. If only the eigenvalues equal to one are included in Eq (6), the resulting PDF (for a 
rectangular filter) is the non-central chi-squared with 4BT degrees of freedom (according to 
our notation). Therefore, any difference between the exact statistics and chi-square arises from 
the inclusion of eigenvalues in the “roll-off” region, which, in effect, describe the extent of 
noise correlations among adjacent bit-slots. The eigenvalues in the roll-off region become 
important for small BT products as substantial difference between the two PDF’s occurs (see 
Fig. 3). This is a consequence of the fact that for small BT products, the number of 
eigenvalues close to unity is commensurate with the number of eigenvalues in the roll-off 
region and the impact of the effect of the latter on the overall PDF becomes significant. 

As an illustration of the derived exact statistics and the approximate non-central chi-
square PDF, Fig. 3 shows histograms obtained simulating two different values of time-
bandwidth products for NRZ modulation for ‘all-zeros’ (or a ‘zero-rail’) response where the 
dissimilarity between the to PDF’s is the largest (see next Section). The chi-square function, 
with the number of degrees of freedom defined by the BT product of the system, under-
estimates the histogram around the maximum value, whereas the statistical distribution 
derived in this section follows histogram much more closely, particularly for the low time-
bandwidth product, BT = 1 shown in Fig. 3(b). As explained above, the discrepancy in the 
PDF’s originates in neglecting noise correlations that result if the basis functions are not 
chosen to be the eigenfunctions of Rn(t). The major assumption in the presented derivation is 
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Fig. 3. Histograms of samples (blue bars) drawn from a complex Gaussian noise 
source (in two orthogonal polarizations) undergoing band-limiting, square-law 
operation and integration. Also shown are fits of the chi square distribution (green 
line) and the pdf obtained through Karhunen-Loeve expansion (red line) for time-
bandwidth products of (a) 5, and (b) 1 
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that the noise statistics before the square-law detector is that of a colored Gaussian process. 
The most obvious case when this assumption is satisfied is in a link, either with, or without 
all-optical dispersion compensation that contains a single optical preamplifier, such that 
nonlinear mixing of signal and noise occurs only due to the square-law detection and not in 
propagation. Alternatively, the signal statistics will obey those derived in this work, as long as 
signal-noise and noise-noise nonlinear mixings in propagation can be neglected. 

3. MLSE in links containing a single optical pre-amplifier 

The major impact of intersymbol interference (ISI) in communication systems is to increase 
the number of responses at the output with respect to the input [9]. Each of the responses at 
the output will have a different corresponding PDF’s (i.e. likelihood functions). Fig. 4 shows 
an example of the PDF’s, calculated using the method in the previous section, in both linear 
and the logarithmic scale, for a total span of ISI of 3 bits for a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 
10 dB. The span of ISI is defined as the total number of bits affected by the energy leakage 
due to ISI to adjacent bit-slots. The calculated PDF’s are shown for the following responses: 
(i) ‘all-zeros’ in magenta, (ii) ‘all-marks’ in dark red, (iii) ‘isolated space’ in blue, and (iv) 
‘isolated mark’ in light orange. These responses are characteristic in that in each one of them a 
mark (or a space) is surrounded by marks (or spaces) for the whole extent of ISI. In all three 
parts of the figure, superimposed are the non-central chi-squared distributions (dashed lines) 
for the same time – bandwidth product BT. The relatively long extent of the tails of the 
distributions is due to their ~exp(-x) dependence. For large SNR, the derived PDF’s become 
more Gaussian-like with characteristic symmetry around the mean and ~exp(-x2) behavior. 
Note additionally that PDF’s corresponding to the responses with substantial deterministic 

Fig. 4. (a) Comparison of the calculated PDF’s (solid lines) with chi-square (dashed lines) for 
four channel responses at back-to-back for NRZ format at Eb/N0 = 10 dB for a rectangular filter 
for an ‘000’, ‘111’, ‘101’ and ‘010’ responses. (b) A zoomed in detail from the graph (a) that 
emphasizes how close the likelihood intersections are on the x-axis for the two forms of 
likelihood functions. (c) PDF’s from part (a) in logarithmic scale 
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field (such as marks, at back-to-back), the difference between the exact statistics and chi-
square is significantly smaller than for responses with less optical power (spaces at back-to-
back). 

In order that MLSE be applicable, the noise samples in different bit-slots need to be 
independent [1]. Note that the independence of noise samples, in a typical fiber-optic system 
shown in Fig. 1, cannot be achieved without a bank of filters that would achieve decorrelation 
physically. Thus, the practical receiver under consideration does not achieve optimal ML 
performance as there will always be some noise correlations between the adjacent bit-slots not 
taken into account in detection. However, the marginal densities derived in the previous 
Section give a superior description of signal statistics than chi-square PDF’s (see Fig. 3). Fig. 
5 shows the performance of suboptimal, but practical sequence estimation (SE) in a fiber-
optic communication system operating at 10 Gb/s using the exact statistics derived in the 
previous section at four different distances of propagation for two different filter shapes. All 
simulations were carried out for NRZ waveforms assuming a raised cosine shape with a roll-
off parameter of 0.6 with the extinction of 13 dB. The performance curves are given with 
respect to the ratio of the average optical energy per bit Eb to the total noise power spectral 
density N0. Note that, we assume that the four noise sources (the in-phase and in-quadrature 
components in two orthogonal polarizations) are independent, such that N0 in this case equals 
four times the power spectral density per noise component N0

’/2. This quantity is, in our 
opinion, the proper figure of merit that establishes a fair comparison between the signal and 
the noise.  

As shown in Fig. 5, for an ideal rectangular filter, there is virtually no difference in SE 
performance for a time-bandwidth product BT = 5 (typical of the existing systems at 10 Gb/s 
with a 50 GHz band-pass filter), even though the resulting likelihood functions for the chi-
squared distributions and the exact distributions are clearly different (See Fig. 4(a)). To clarify 
this surprising result, let us first remind the reader that a decision threshold is defined by the 
intersection of two likelihood functions. Note that the mean values, as well as the locations of 
maxima of both the chi-squared distributions and the true PDF’s virtually coincide (Fig. 4(a)). 
If sequence estimation is performed assuming chi-squared distributions for all responses, the 
abscissae of intersections of the different chi-squares are extremely close to the intersection 
abscissae of the true PDF’s (see Fig. 4(b) that shows zoomed in image of intersections of the 
exact statistical distributions in solid lines, and approximate chi-square curves from Fig. 4(a)). 
Different decisions on the incoming bits in using the two statistical distributions can occur 
only when a sample falls into the region between the intersections for the exact distributions 

Fig. 5. Performance of the SE based on the exact statistic (solid lines) and the chi-square 
metric (dashed lines) with sequence estimation at four different amounts of accumulated 
dispersion. (a) Ideal rectangular filter used. Performance of the two approaches is 
virtually the same; (b) Lorentzian filter. 
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and chi-square. This event has a relatively low probability of occurrence for such closely 
spaced likelihood intersections of the two families of PDF’s. The resulting BER assuming 
non-central chi-square statistic is, thus, asymptotically the same as that of the true statistic 
which can be observed in Fig. 5(a). The performance difference is further reduced because the 
distinction between the true statistics and chi-square becomes smaller for large values of SNR. 
Note that according to Eq. (A4) the increase of SNR reduces the effect of the eigenvalues in 
the roll-off region. This case is very much similar to the Gaussian approximation of a Poisson 
distribution where the overestimate of Gaussian relative to Poisson on the lower end is 
balanced with the underestimate on the higher end of the distribution. In a Gaussian 
approximation to a Poisson distribution, these effects cancel providing a fine estimate for total 
BER, even though the PDF approximation is not nearly as good. To summarize, the 
performance estimates of fiber optic links (with or without ISI) containing optical pre-
amplifiers, based on the non-central chi-square distribution yield asymptotically correct result 
assuming rectangular band-pass filters, even though the calculations are based on an incorrect 
statistics.  

The results in the Fig. 5(b), on the other hand, show chi-square statistics to be inadequate 
for filter shapes significantly different from an ideal rectangular filter with equal filter 
bandwidth. For this general case, a KL expansion must be used. The performance difference 
for the exact statistics and chi square for non-rectangular filters is reduced at longer 
propagation lengths (see Fig. 5(b)). As discussed in the previous section, when the responses 
with substantial amount of the deterministic field (in which the difference between the true 
statistics and chi-square is diminished) considerably outnumber channel responses with 
smaller deterministic energy content, which occurs with the increase of the ISI span at longer 
propagation distances, the average performance based on chi-square distributions becomes 
closer to the decision making based on the exact statistics.  

As the BT product is reduced, the eigenvalues uniformly decrease regardless of the filter 
used [28] (see Fig. 2 for BT = 1) and are close for different filter shapes. The statistics become 
substantially different from chi-square for systems with a BT product on the order of 1 (see 
Fig. 3(b)), and the distribution obtained through KL expansion is required. The considerable 
difference in PDF’s from chi-square distribution originates in the decrease of eigenvalues, 
mentioned above. Fig. 6 shows the performance of the system narrowly filtered with a 10 
GHz optical filter, in a 10 Gb/s link, at back-to-back and 150 km for a rectangular, and a 
Lorentzian shaped optical filter.  

The system with BT = 1 in Fig. 6 has the total span of ISI equal to 5 bits at back-to-back 
(2 bits on each side of an isolated mark, plus the mark itself), and, as such, cannot be used in 
conjunction with standard bit-by-bit decision. SE is capable of retrieving the information for 

Fig 6. Performance of sequence estimation for the exact and the chi-square 
distributions for BT = 1 at back to back and 150 km. (a) Rectangular filter; (b) 
Lorentzian shaped filter 
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such a system at back-to-back (see Fig. 6(a)). Additionally, SE can extract the information at 
the distance of 150 km (see Fig. 6(a)) with a power penalty of 1.5 dB, which is in clear 
contrast with a 4.5 dB penalty in a common system with BT = 5 (see Fig. 5). Fig. 6(b) shows 
the performance of the system with BT = 1 at back-to-back and 150 km filtered by a 
Lorentzian type filter with performance close to rectangular filter. Although the probability 
distributions are clearly different for BT = 1, the power penalty for using an incorrect, chi-
square, likelihood function is around only 0.3 dB. This remarkable behavior is again attributed 
to the proximity of the likelihood intersections of the chi-squared distributions to those of the 
exact channel statistics.  

Narrowly filtered OOK systems (NF-OOK) systems can only be implemented jointly with 
electronic dispersion compensation. Note that tight filtering is necessary both at a transmitter, 
before launching (or multiplexing) to a transport fiber, and at a receiver in order to (i) limit the 
amplifier noise, as well as (ii) the crosstalk from the neighboring channels. Possible benefits 
from these systems are two-fold. They provide a very simple realization of high spectral 
efficiency, operating using standard on-off keying (OOK) modulation. In addition, the 
reduced spectral content of these systems makes them substantially more resilient to 
chromatic dispersion, yielding longer dispersion limited reach, even with respect to systems 
employing phase modulation such as duobinary [36], or DQPSK [37-38]. These systems 
allow a limited penalty in performance at back-to-back, whereas they could potentially give 
large dividends in extending the dispersion limited reach. This is because the span of ISI of 
such systems, which determines circuit complexity for EDC, grows at a very slow rate due to 
their forced small spectral content. The main scope of this paper is signal statistics, however, 
and thorough investigation of performance of NF-OOK systems will be published elsewhere.  

4. Conclusion 

We have analyzed the statistics associated with detection in fiber optic communication 
systems with a single pre-amplifier. The analysis by means of a Karhunen-Loeve expansion 
clearly indicates that the signal statistics are heavily dependent on the shape of the optical 
filter used and can be substantially different from the commonly assumed non-central chi-
square distribution for the time-bandwidth products in existing systems. However, while 
inadequate for describing the signal statistics, we have found chi-square statistics to be 
surprisingly good for BER assessment when square-law detector is preceded by an ideal 
rectangular optical band-pass filter. In contrast, strict analysis using KL expansion is 
necessary for BER assessment for more realistic filter shapes. To the best of our knowledge, 
we have for the first time introduced Narrowly filtered OOK systems that have a potential of 
substantially increasing spectral efficiency and/or dispersion limited reach of the existing 
WDM systems, when used in conjunction with electronic dispersion compensation. The 
analysis of such systems, as well as the signal processing based on the MLSE favor strict 
calculation of signal statistics. 
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Appendix 

In the appendix we include several important relationships of Karhunen-Loeve expansion 
used for computation of eigen-quantities required for the signal PDF calculation.  

The relationship between ASE with noise power spectral density N0
’/2 and variance ν0

2 per 
quadrature, per polarization, and the noise autocorrelation function (of a wide-sense stationary 
AWGN process) after filtering with a filter, ( )H f , (in the optical domain) is established by 
the following Fourier transform relationship: 

   � { }1 2 2
0( ') 2 ( ) 2 | ( ) |nnR t t R H fτ ν−− = ⋅ = ⋅F   (A1) 
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where � ( )nR τ  is the autocorrelation function of the noise process in one quadrature (the noise 

processes in the two quadratures are independent), and { }1− ⋅F  represents the inverse Fourier 

transform. 
As required by the derivation, in order to de-correlate variables nk, the expansion needs to 

be done in terms of eigenfunctions of the filtered noise autocorrelation function Rn(t – t’) [15] 

that is, according to Eq. (A1), closely related to � ( )nR τ : 

� { }2 * 2
0

0 0

( ') ( ') '= ( ')* ( ' ) ( ') ' ( )
T T

n k k k kR t t t dt h t t h t t t dt tφ ν φ σ φ− ⋅ ⋅ − − =∫ ∫   (A2) 

where * stands for the convolution operator and h* is the conjugate of the optical filter impulse 
response. Eq. (A2), can be expressed in the normalized form:  

  { } �
*

0

( ')* ( ' ) ( ') ' ( )
T

k k kh t t h t t t dt tφ λ φ− − =∫    (A3) 

where  

    �
2 2

0/k kλ σ ν=     (A4) 
It is obvious that eigen-quantities need to be calculated only once for a given system 

configuration. Specifically, while the eigenfunctions are uniquely defined, the eigenvalues 
need only be scaled by the value of the noise variance for the particular conditions to be able 
to generate the PDF for a given signal to noise ratio. Note that the eigenvalue equation in Eq. 
(A2) is expressed in terms of a single quadrature component of the field (either the real or the 
imaginary part). Assuming that real and imaginary parts of the noise process are independent, 
Eq. (A2) can be rewritten for each polarization by multiplying it by a factor of 2. In this case, 
however, the eigenvalues obtained from (A2), and used as noise variances for KL terms in Eq. 
(2)-(4) need to be divided by 2. 

For an arbitrary filter shape, the eigen-quantities need to be calculated numerically. The 
simplest, though sometimes not sufficiently accurate approach to find the eigen-quantities 
consists of forming a square autocorrelation matrix of the filtered noise process Γ (same as 
autocorrelation function of the optical filter for AWGN input) of order equal to (or greater 
than) the number of samples per bit period in the simulation. The middle row of this 
symmetric Toeplitz matrix should be the central portion of the autocorrelation function – 
symmetric around zero. The eigen-value decomposition of this matrix provides approximate 
eigenvalues and sampled versions of the eigenfunction for the given filtered white noise 
process. However, standard routines in double precision can be imprecise for this particular 
problem when several eigenvalues are closely spaced as in the case of a flat-top filter. In this 
case special numerical approaches have to be adopted [32, 35]. Note that if the continuous 
autocorrelation function Rn(τ) is being sampled and represented by an N N×  matrix Γ, 
although the elements of Γ can be made arbitrarily close to the autocorrelation function Rn(τ), 
this does not necessarily imply that the eigenvalues of the matrix will converge to the 
eigenvalues of the autocorrelation function for any common matrix norm [39]. However, the 
imprecision in the PDF calculation will marginally influence the BER, in a way similar to the 
BER estimate based on the chi-square distribution treated in the main body of the paper.  
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